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SPOT NEWS
Larry (Jlinton Dances next on schedule.
Blue Ki^y joins Carolina organization in
"hatchet jburying" fest. Frats Induct.

Circulation

Zww

"Sink The Navy" is Tiger battle cry this
week. Close game predicted. Injuries on
both sides. Soccer Team begins season
(page 3).
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Tigers Cry For A
Sinking Of Navy
Lame Players!
On Both Sidejs
Reported Todjay

SPORT NEWS
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Carolina Blue Keyers Fete
Tiger Leaders At Banquet

Duke Be Host To
Civil Engineers

75 JUNIORS
INVITED TO
LIMESTONE

Vesper Program
Sunday Feature
Prominent Man

Trie Civil Engineering students
This Saturday at Anriapolis, Md., from the colleges of both North
the rip-roaring Clemson Tigers and South Carolina
are holding
meet the Naval Acadefmy Middies their Fall
Conventiipn at Duke,
in what seems destine^ to be one from October 27 through 29.
of the major gridiron contests of
The club here
at Clemson is
Some 75 members of the Clemthe day. The Tigers,; roaring out planning to send
about twenty
son Junior class©win attend a soof their lair at Clemson., fresh members to the meeting. They will
cial which is being given at Limefrom a 27 to 0 slaughter of the leave for Duke Friday afternoon,
stone Saturday night, it was
anCarolina Gamecocks, are
cocked and begin the meetings Saturday
nounced today by Ed Youn, Vice
and primed to shoot the works morning. A banquet will' be given
President of the class who is in
against the Middies.
for the delegates Saturday night
charge of arrangements for the
The navy will be hindered somesocial.
what by the loss of Punkin Wood, and the convention will end Sunday.
piledriving halfback. Wood sustainAn invitation was extended to
J. R. Liles, of Clemson, is
the
the Clemspn Juniors at a meeting
ed a knee injury in the Dartmouth
of the class in the college audigame will be unable to play against president of this convention
torium Monday night by Ann Derthe Tigers. Wood was. the mainstay
rick,
president of the Limestone
of the Navy backfield, doing most
Junior class. Said Miss Derrick.
of the passing and linebucking.
"On behalf of the entire
LimeClemson will enter, the contest
stone Junior class, I extend to the
with all positions fully manned.
junior class of Clemson an inviBanks
M'Padden, Incapacitated
tation to a social which are givwith a slight injujry, at present,
ing in your honor Saturday night."
is expected to be ready for action
Although exact details of the orby the end of the week.
der of the social were not availAlthough the Middies line from
Professor
Sam
Rhodes,
first
editor
of
the
Tiger,
Mr.
Taylor,
Mr.
Horton,
and
Professor
Rhodes
able, Miss Derrick said that dancend to end outweighs j the Bengals
Tau Beta Pi, National honorary
and A. B. Taylor and Louis Horton, business manwere the honor guests of the present staff at the
ing, Refreshments,
apple cider,
front wall to a man, the super- engineering fraternity .named four
ager of the first Tigers, were the center of atbanquet. Said Mr. Taylor, who showed a copy of
and a buffet supper would be inior charging, tackling, and blocktraction as Ti?er men of today, yesterday and the
ilti first paper during his talk, "When we started
cluded in the order of the eveing of the Tigers will more than honor juniors and eight prominent
days between met in the college mess hall recently
ning.
the Tiger we did not realize that it would grow as
seniors
to membership Monday
' balance this lack.
SPEAKER: Dr. Andrew Jackfor the annual Tiger banquet which preceded the
it has. Our first issue was very small and really
The party will be held in
the
Whitehead. who does most of the night.
son Eastwood, head of LimeTiger Ball. Shown looking at the first issue of the
looked something like a bulletin. From the very
Limestone gymnasiaum. The hours
Navy's kicking, will star at halfThe juniors are: W. L. RichTiger aib (left to right) J. C. Littlejohn, Clemson
stone College's Department of
first, however, we managed to pay our bills and
will be from 7 to 11:30. A machine
back. Whitehead is especially not- bourg, M. E., from Liberty; W. C.
business manager, Mr. Horton, Professor* John Lane
History and Economics will
place the Tiger on a sound financial basis. It was
has been provided, it was stated,
ed for the hard, heads-up game Wearn, E. E„ from Newberry; J.
faculty advisor of the Tiger, Mr. Taylor and Prospeak in the Clemson College
to provide music.
he plays against the opposition.
thfe first college newspaper in South Carolina."
C. Hartley, M. E. and E. E., from
fessor
Rhodes.
Y. M. C. A. Auditorium Sun"It's going
to be
good," said
Befgen, one of the -Middies larg—stalf photo by Hufford
Mary Baldwin,
treasurer of the
day, October 29 on the -subject
est behemoths, will probably start Greenwood; and D. W. Smith, E.
E„ of Williston.
Limestone class. "We all remem"Education for Democracy."
and star at tackle.
The seniors are: A. D. Button,
ber the pleasant socials which we
Although neither team is defhad as freshmen, and we are lookinitely favored fc> win, Navy's C. E., from Port Mill; S. C. Hunt,
By B. H. WADE
ing forward to the party Saturday
ground offensive, weak because of E. E., from Greenville; J. J. Harper,
M.
E.,
from
Seneca;
D.
P.
Darnight
with
enthuiasum.
Don't
let
the loss of Woods, should be no
Dr. Andrew .Jackson Eastwood,
of Gaffney; F. J.
us down," she added.
match for the punch ad drive of win, M. E.,
head of the Department of History
Pichney
Eve,
Secretary
of
the
the Tigers' top-notchers such as Perna, C. E., from Riverside, Conn.;
junior class has requested that all and Economics at Limestone colBryant, M'Padden,
Trexler, and F. P. Gray, E. E., from Greenville;
juniors who want to go the party lege, will be at the Clemson Y. M.
H. L. Cook, E. E„ Owings, S. C;
company.
sign the official list in his room. C. A. auditorium on Sunday to
Tom Richardson, M. E. of MaplePerhaps this week witnessed the Either uniform or civilans clothes conduct the weekly vesper programs
wood, New Jersey.
dawning
of a new day in cultural may be worn. The affiar will be for both afternoon and evening
The new members assumed their
services.
development
at Clemson, as one of entirely informal.
initiation duties
at the tapping
Dr. Eastwood will speak on the
Although
a
bus
will,
be
provided
the
mosS
highly-praised
collections
ceremony, performed on Monday
for
for the students who wish to go timely subject . "Education
of
modern'
sculpture,
the
works
of
Visitor to
Clemson's
training night. Besides the usual initiation
on it. it will not be compulsory to Democracy".
Miss
Anna
Hyatt
Huntington,
The Limestone Choir under the
grounds this week are seeing
a rites of carrying refreshments for
went on show on the top floor of use the bus. The bus fare, it was direction of Miss Katherine Pfohl
wearing the
big Tiger team at work. far into old members, and
Editor's Note: The following
Riggs Hall, sponsored by the arch- stated will be about seventy-five will accompany Dr. Eastwood to
"bent"
of
Tau
Beta
Pi
around
the nights
as Coach Jess Neely
cents.
piece appeared in a recent issue
itecture department.
candidates will
Clemson and present their famous
steps the practice tempo up to full their necks, the
of the ATLANTA JOURNAL.
For
the
past
few
years,'
the
service of songs. Miss Pfohl is a
steam ahead.
The
Bengals are have to complete a bulletin board
It was written by Ed Miles, one
pendulum
has
been
swinging
ever
graduate of the Westminister Choir
for Riggs Hall, and pass
overlooking nothing in their pre- project
of the South's most prominent
farther toward
better
cultural
and has spent some time in the
parations to meet Navy at Anna- entrance examinations, before the
sportswriters.
training for Clemson
men, and
organization
of
the Limestone
polis Saturday and everything in formal induction rites are performgroup.
more frequent exposure to the besi;
Jess Neely popped in between
the football book is rehearsed at ed
Members of the choral group are;
in cultural lines. Evidence of this
trains' Friday morning but he reeach afternoon session.
Miss Harriet Downer of Glassboro,
is in the plans of campus organifused to show any enthusiasm.
The sensational rise of Clemson's
N. J., guest soloist, and Miss Helen
The coach who has lifted Clemzations to bring nationally-known
sophomore forces has given ClemThe Kappa chapter of Alpha Tau artists, of one. type or another, to
Caldwell, accompaniest, from Gaffson College to the heights of the
son- two teams of potent possibiliney, S. C, Miss Harriet Moore, of
Heisman regime was taciturn as Alpha, national honorary agricul- the campus. It is reflected in the
ties and in last week's 27 to 0 vicever and his single comment on tural
The Clemson Community Players Cowpens, S. C, Miss Elizabeth Trotory against South
Carolina the
education fraternity,
this re-organization of the giee club,
the 27-to-0
walloping his lads
this week began practice on their well, of Walterboro, S. C, Miss WilTiger mentors inaugurated a move
last
year's
visit
of
the
Winthrop
handed South Carolina in the Fair week tapped eight prominent mem- orchestra, and the platform prom- next production, "The Cat arid the ma Wright of Athens, Ga.; Reba
to alternate the two units as much
Reynolds" of Gaffney, s. C. Julia
Day classic at Columbia Thursday bers of the Ag. Education school.
as possible without stary substituises of last year's candidates for Canary."
was;
Invited to membership were: H. senior class presidency, to sponsor
tions.
The cast consists of ten players Robbins, of Gaffney, S. C; Hazel
"We still don't know what we've L. Harris, Conway; L. W. Hall, Iva; more extensive cultural activity on and is under the direction of Pro- Higgins of Gaffney, S. C. Alice
The
Navy defense faces a
fessor 'Frog' Ware. Taking part in Monroe of Marion, S. C. Rose
bomb-throwing
Clemson onense
Eleven outstanding Agricultural got."
Joe B. Earle, Central; J. B. Dreher, the campus this year.
Blanton of Gaffney, S. C; Helen
MAYBE JESS DON'T; and may- Columbia; G. L. Snipes, Townville;
that has clicked with startling sud- juniors and seniors were tapped by
And now the Architecture De- the production will be Tirzah Mc- Bolt of Laurens, S. C; Mary Stone
denness when touchdowns were Alpha Zeta, honorary scholastic be Joe Davis, his talented assistant Melvin C. Cantrell, Spartanburg; E. partment has taken the first de- Alpine, Helen Morrison, Mrs. Tom
Richard H.
Brvant who was
accompanying
him to C. Truett, Timmonsville; and C. C. finite step in the 1939-40 session, Peele, Mrs. John Wigington, Morris of Waynesboro, S. C; Vivian and
needed this year. The Tiger ground- fraternity,
Cleveland to
scout
Navy, the Jackson, Camden.
Cox, Archie
McDonnell, Gilbert Dorothy Elledge of Ware Shoals,
gaining corps is well nigh unpre- chancellor, announced this week
to continue this program of social
These men, according to Bryant Tigers' next foe,
in Saturday's
Miller,
Sgt.
H.
K. Helton, Dr. I. P. S. C; Claire Fulmer and Ruby
dictable.
When an
opening apThese men, known as "neophy- development.
Miss Huntington's
Boiter of West Columbia, S. C;
D. H. Gambrell,
agronomy game with Notre Dame, don't know
Orens,
and
Frank
Morgan.
pears, the quarterbacks strike with are:
tes," are now undergoing a ten day works, reputed the world over as
A membership
drive has been Sara Stevens of Hartsville, S. C;
equal effectiveness whether on the senior from Seneca; Jimmie Lever, .what Clemson's got; but it's a safe period of initiation which will terof all times in held and several new members of Mattie Trowell of Walterboro, S. C;
ground, through the air or via the agricultural economics junior from bet that teams No. 1, No. 2. No. 3 minuate with a fraternity banquet among the best
treatment of wild
and domestic tne faculty has been added to the Lois Hunter of Lancaster, S. C;
West Columbia; R. L. Ariail, Ag. and No. 4 on the heavy Clemson
punting method.
in the college mess hall.
Evelyn Hawkins of Shelby, N. C;
animals,
are being exhibited for group.
Three sophomores
have banged Economics Senior from Sylvia, N. C. schedule know. Presbyterian colThis' year Alpha Tau Alpha will
Elizabeth Lynn and Jessie Mae Hall
of students, faculty,
their way to starting positions but Bill Oates, Ag. Engineering senior lege learned to the tune of an 18- be represented in the honor sec- the benefit
Sergeant Helton is president of
visitors from neighboring the organization and Mrs. James of Lyman, S. C.
events of the Carolina game indi- from Chester; F. M. Kearse, Ani- to - 0 defeat, despite their playing tion of Taps, due to the efforts of ana
mal
Husbandry
junior
from
Ehrtowns.
an
inspired
game
for
their
coach.
cate that hanging on to them is
Gates the secretary and treasurer.
last, year's members working in cogoing to be a harder proposition hardt; P. D. Seabrook. Horticulture Walter Johnson. Tulane, the team operation with Vic Wray, editor of
junior
from
Charleston;
Marshall
now
considered
the
strongest
in
this week. Letterman fullback -tsru
Taps, ad J. C. Littlejohn, business
Trexler rose to the heights against Walker. Dairying junior from Rock the South and maybe in the na- manager.
Hill;
Bruce
Heniford,
Entomology
tion; knows.
They learned it by
the Gamecocks and served notice
on sophomore
starter
Charlie senior, from Loris; Ernest Cotting- having to fight in ding-dong desTimmons that he is out to regain ham, Ag. Engineering junior from peration in order not to be beaten.
At a meeting of the Animal HusDillon; R. j. Berry, Ag. Engineering They eked out a win, 7-6.
North
the fullbacking duties.
bandry club last Tuesday night the
The Tigers will place offensive junior from Smoaks: and R. G.' Carolina State knows after taking
Twelve men became members of
Clemson's board
of
trustees, program was outlined for the year. the American Society of Agriculdependence in two sets of hard HamiKon, Dairying junior from An- a 25-to-6 licking and South CaroProfessor
R. L. Anderson, archi- headed by Chairman W. W. Brad- Plans were discussed for securing
derson.
lina got a lasting impression of
running backs and a pair of meditural Engineers Tuesday night as
These men are elected subject to Clemson's power Thursday, 27 to 0. tecture professor at Clemson, will ley, will hold the annual fall ses- speakers who are authorities on the local chapter held its first forumly hefty and exceptionally fast
leave
for
Princeton
Friday,
where
sion here this week.
livestock breeding and care.
CLEMSON IS a big-time footforward walls.
In one backfield completion of an entrance examinmal initiation of the year.
The meeting, according to BusiDetails of a club barbecue which
They showed better he will deliver a series of lectures
corps is triple threat Banks Mc- ation published by the high coun- ball team.
Appropriate ceremonies and a
to
the
students
of
architecture
ness Manager J. C. Littlejohn, will is to be he!d at an early date were short hike completed the program.
Padden, scatback
Shad Bryant, cil of the national organization and against Tulane than did Auburn there.
be routine. A budget to be present- also brought before the group.
and it wasn't bepile-driving Charles Timmons and will undergo a two weeks period of and Fordham
Students who received the iniProfessor Anderson first gained ed to the state budget commission
cause Tulane didn't get keyed up.
blocker' Joe Payne. The other unit informal initiation.
Lamar Eidson is president of the tiation are: J. S. Dixon, J. D. Heriot,
recognition through his contribu- and to the legislature will be apThe
local
chapter
is
this
year
They
were
remembering
the
13contains Aubrey Rion as the puntgroup, Jim Blessing the secretary W. H. Manning, H. D. Pritchard,
er, passer
and runner, Chippy planning to publish a monthly news to - io score of last year and ad- tions to "Pencil Points", architec- proved, and other matters discuss- and Bruce Heniford is publicity J. F. Stribling. C. H.' Triplet, C. J.
ture
magazine.
ed
and
passed
upon.
letter
for
the
benefit
of
alumni
mittedly set out to
soften that
10 manager.
Maness in the climax running role,
Bethea. J. H. Jones, L. Shirley,
n. memory by piling
up as many
Bru Trexler as the powerhouse members.
C. M. Campbell, E. M. Johnson and
points
as possible on Clemson.
T. V. Wilson. and part-time punter, and NorThey got 7; Clemson got 6.
wood McElveen as the blocker.
Neely and Davis wouldn't
say
Workouts this week are concenmuch and they managed to keep
trating on defensive set-ups to halt
the
smile wrinkles out of their
the powerful Navy running attack.
faces after a pleasant grin of
Practical experience in this line
greeting; but the straight faces
of work is being given the first
Dean W. H. Washington of the
couldn't conceal an inner glow of
two teams as the third team bomschool of education, spoke to the
pleasure.
oards them from Navy's formation
members of Iota Epsilon Monday
The assumption was that they
and with Navy's plays. The Benon 'The Relations Between ProBy BARNEY MARSHALL
alumni,
and
friends
is
anticipated
previous
mark.
His
recordings,
ardo
know,
after
all.
what
they've
gal offense will be tuned up each
fessions and Fraternities.
i
(Society Editor
to
fill
the
field
house.
Dance
folParking
space
for
student's
cars
ranged
by
himself,
have
had
unigot—which
is
one
of
the
finest
iay and a Clemson gridiron maHe explained how small oampus
All Clemson awaits the arrival of
chine in perfect running condition will probably be ready within the football teams in the entire coun- Larry Clinton and his nationally lowers from the entire South are versal appeal—notable among them fraternities became in time naexpected
to
be
on
hand
to
hear
the
next
week
or
ten
days,
it
was
antry.
has
been
his
arrangement
of
"Dipis expected to be bombed against
tional fraternities. Faculty memfamous orchestra when he makes "Dipsy Doodler" present his musitoday by Dave Watson,
sy Doodle", "Satan Takes A Holi- bers present at the meeting were
You take your huge universities his appearance
Navy in one of the intersectional nounced
here at Autumn cal wares.
Clemson's
maintenance
engineer.
day", and "My Reverie". The band Professors J. L. Brock and H. S.
and their high-powered
football
classicsi of the week-end.
Larry will bring to the campus
The space in front of the Utility factories and I'll take Clemson Col- Ball, November 10-11. "Rest" on the
Larry's latest
compo- Tau
drill field nowdays calls for a gen- the best than can be found in will play
building and around the new bar- lege
sitions,
including
"Our
Love",
with its coaching
and its
eral discussion as to the date the swing music. Voted
as
the
most
racks is now
under constructing spirit.
"Don't Look Now", and "Study in
fellow next in
ranks expects to versatile swing composer and ar- Red."
and upon completion will provide
have up for the grand affair.
ranger , he packs a wallop that
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodample space for approximately
a
The C. D. A. announced that
The return from State fair holi- will floor the most steadfast swing
there will be two dances and a
hundred
and
forty
cars.
ward
announced
today
that
There is a growing suspicion
days has found an ever increasing fan—meaning that every fan will
concert in the series.' There will be
The work is being carried on by
Clemson's Washington alumni
around Clemson that Mary Neely
number of names being placed on be forced to seek a musical outW. M. McGinty will head a delea
Friday night and
Saturday
chapter will have a dance at
has a "ghost writer". The local the college and the W P. A. Plans
the guard room dance roster, and let for his feelings upon the dance night informal dance, in addition gation of Clemson "Y" students on
are
being
made
to
have
the
area
the Shoreham hotel, in Washdrug store is sponsoring a football
elaborate
plans by the
Central floor.
to the Friday afternoon concert in a deputation tour Sunday to the
ington, next Thlrsday evening.
contest in which contestants have lighted and a systematic parking
Dance association all tend to place
near McHis band has been heard over a the chapel
from 4:30—6:00 p.m. De la Howe School
A luncheon at the national
;o select the winners and the scores of the cars will be carried out. Said
emphasis upon the largest dance nation-wide radio hookup for the
The Friday night dance will run Cormick. and to Lander College.
press club in Washington Friof ten designated important games Mr. Watson, "The need for a parkseries ever to be presented the first past several weeks,
and prior to from 9 p.m. until 3 a.m., while the
Rev. E. F. Gettys. former Tiger
day a one o'clock, and the G.
aver the country. Last Saturday ing ground for student's cars has
semester of school.
this he concluded a record-breakfootball Captain and President of
Saturday
night
dance
will
run
unMary won second prize. Mary is long been felt at Clemson and we
Washington
gameare
other
Coming as it does on the same ing appearance at the Meadowbrook
the Y. M. C. A. is superintendent
four years old. Her papa is head are hoping that students will coalumni celebrations planned.
week-end as the Clemson Home- in New Jersey, where he establish- til midnight.
of the Dr la Howe school system
coach Jess Neely of the Clemson operate with us and refrain from
Dr. D. W. Daniel will be princoming football game with Wake ed an all-time attendance high
Don't be an "Ickeroo"—get a date which is gaining national fame as
Tigers.
parking their cars on the streets."
cipal speaker at the luncheon.
Forest, a capacity crowd of cadets, which shattered Tommy Dorsey's for some steady foo!
a state high school.

Tau Beta Pi
Names Twelve
To Membership

Art Exhibit Attracts Many
To Architecture Department
Atlanta Sportswriter Picks Tiger
"Spirit And Coaching" Over All

Tiger Team Plugs

Alpha Tau Alpha
Taps Eight Ag
Education Men

Little Theatre
Begins Practice
For New Season

Honor Students
In Ag School
Tapped By Frat

Anderson Heads
For Harvard U.

Student Parking
Area Be Set
Aside Here Soon

Campus Gossips
Suspect Ghost

Trustees Hold
Fall Meeting

Animal Husbandry
Club Has Program

Affair Acclaimed
As Beginning Of
New Cooperation
Student leaders at Clemson college and »t the University of South
Carolina "buried the hatchet" at a
joint banquet in Columbia Wednesday, October 18.
"It was an old hatchet and needed burning," president Sidney Duncan of the Carolina Blue Key said.
J. Bubba Ness was in charge of
arrangements. Carolina was host.
George McMillan, president oi
the Clemson organization, said, 'this
marks a big step to better relationship between the student bodies
of South Carolina's two biggest institutions."
"It's a far cry from the old rough
and ready days when Clemson men
are said to have routed a Carolina
gathering — with fixed bayonets.
Carolina and Clemson, although
different in
curricula make-up;
have the same general purpose and
goal—a better South Carolina—and
cooperation between our student
bodies is something we want," McMillan said.
The joint banquet was officially
endorsed by Clemson's cadet brigade commander, Alex Graham,
the senior class president, Manly
Stallworth, and the Clemson senior
council.
Others who endorsed the joint
affair included:
Dr. Enoch' W.
Sikes, Clemson president; Dr. J.
Rion McKlssick, Carolina
president, Business Manager J. C, Littlejohn and others.
8

Holidays For GW
Game Are Killed
By School Heads
Hollidays for the George Washington game are
officially cancelled, it has been announced by
Colonel Herbert
M. Pool, com- •'
mandant.
Although it had been announced
earlier, that
an
official college
holliday would be declared next
Friday and Saturday, the response *
of the students, it was stated, was
not great enough to merit the holliday. Less than a hundred students
signed up to make the trip to the
game.
Said Colonel Pool, "We had expected that at least 1500 students
would go to the game on the special trains, since only a few students signed up
for the
trip,
however, we did not think that it
would be wise to declare the holliday."
It- could not be learned whether
students who
want to make the
trip in cars would be granted permits.

Aviation Boys
Start Series
Twelve Received Of Air Studies
By Ag Engineers

Tells
Larry Clinton Dance Series OfWashington
Frats Growth
Be Under Way In 2 Weeks

Deputation Team
Travels Sunday

Those
members of the
cadet
corps who have successfully passed
the flight surgeon's test and are
eligible to continue with the ground
school instruction were announced
this week by the commandant's office as follows:
J. F. Ashford. T. D. Arant, J. B.Barlow, Jr., William H. Bolt, Ray
C. Boswell, W. D. Brockman, C. D.
Cunningham, H. E. Ferguson, W.
J. Foster, H. P. Hall, B. B. Hare,
E. A. Hayden, E. P. Manville, George
McMillan, C. B. Poole, R. A. Scott,
E. M. Strauss, G. G. Thomas, Robert H. Taylor, R. W. Thornburg, C.
A. Thornburg, C. A. Turner, W. O.
Van Wyck, M. E. Walker, and R. R.
Wiley.
During the past week these- men
have been receiving instructions in
ground work from Dr. W. H. Sams
of the Clemson engineering faculty. Dr. Sams has taught the history of aviation and other theoretical work.
Preliminary flying instructions
win begin at the Anderson airport
about November l.

By Their
—Words—
"Show me a married man who
isn't henpecked."—Rhyne.
"One of the fundamental duties
of government is to umpire."—Aull.
"The eye is quite a gadget." —
Ware.
"I think you organize very definitely—to get your professor." —
Alexander.
•Modern women have been kick'
ing out of the traces."—Holme*
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NO TIME FOR FIGHTING

.

There Is So Much To Do Here; List
Shows
Some very important reasons why
America can't afford war:
The field house must be completed.
Dr. Milford must have a new hospital.
The faculty must be expanded and
better paid.
A new stadium is necessary.
The students must study.
There is work to be done in the further preservation of the Calhoun Mansion, the Old Stone church and other
historic landmarks on the campus.
The CDA dancing classes must be
begun.
Something must be done about the
tenant problem.
Mill workers' conditions must be im- .
proved.
There is an unemployment problem.
The Santee-Cooper project must be
completed.
Eroded* Soil needs tending.
Thousands of people need some education.
Folks must learn to vote—sensibly.
If we go to war therein be no time to
accomplish the above. When a nation is
at war all of its energies and attention
bend to the fight.

STUDENT COOPERATION—
The student body cooperation that will
result from this "hatchet burying" fest
may mean a great deal to the institution
and the state.
There is no reason why these two great
South Carolina institutions shouldn't work
together..
This newspaper will stretch this relationship further: It thinks that students
•at The Citadel, Winthrop, the University
a nd Clemson (all state supported schools)
should cooperate.
And they can.
Carolina's Blue Key took the initiative
Wednesday, October 18.

DANGEROUS HALF-TRUTHS
A half-truth is more dangerous than
either the whole truth or the whole lie.
Europe's super-propagandists are proving that.

JUST BETWEEN US GIRLS...

LETTERS-

Our Formula: Work, Study And Sincerity

TO AND FROM

After the game last Thursday a group
of Clemson students and others who saw
the game were discussing some of the fine
points of the victory in the lobby of one
On the 1 etter hotels of Columbia. The
discussion was routine except for the remark of a man who had never seen Clemson play before, and indeed had hardly
heard of Clemson before. He happened to be in the South on business and a business associate gave him a
pass to the game, His remark ran something like this: "How is it that you happen
to have such a remarkable football team
at Clemson?" The answer was that Coach
Neely and his staff was one of the best
in the country.
We would like to add to that answer
in an open letter to that admirer of our
team.
Dear Clemson Admirer:

TOM CLEMSON
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning'
ANYTHING witin reason, will
be printed weeekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they must
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following
week's Tiger
Friday?
evening).)

ELIZABETH

RUTH
NEER

You ask how we happen to have
such a remarkable football team. It
does not happen that we have a good
team, stranger, our men WORK and
STUDY so that we1 may have a good
team.
For you see, Stranger, those boys on
our football team are in many respects'
representative of Clemson. True they
are a bit more husky than most of our
other students. But what is more they
are representative of the spirit of
Clemson.
You are a stranger, Sir, and you
don't know, but the spirit of our football team and of the whole school is
WORK and STUDY.
Coach Neely and his staff are without doubt an able group. So are our
instructors: But good instructors do
not account for the sterling qualities
of Clemson. It. is the spirit of the
individual student.
We have heard rumors that the students of many other colleges consider
their college period a play period. We
do not. It is not easy for most of our
students to get the money to come to
Clemson, and believe me, Stranger, our
students mean business. The nature of
the work at Clemson coupled with the
nature of our men is creative of the
desire to learn to do something.
Maybe a lot of our graduates do not
do what they learn to do here- But
that almost all of our graduates have
jobs when they leave Clemson is indicative of the confidence which business men have in the spirit of Clemson.
We emphasize, stranger, that the
spirit of Clemson is work. And that
spirit is on the march-.-iW. F. S.

-?*>

COMPLETED THE FULL COLLEGE
COURSE AT NORTHWESTERN U,
BY ATTENDING NIGHT SCHOOL FOR
JO YEARS/ SHE SPENT 600O
HOURS STUDYING-REWARD-A
BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY DEGREE.

ROTH
FARR.

'EAST IS BAST AND WEST IS WESTAND NB/ERTHE TWAIN SHALL MEET^'
BLTT ON THE CAMPUS OF ARI20NA ST.
TEACHERS COLLESEfWfiSTAFFXNEER
MET FARR/ AND BOTH WERE RUTHS

WHEN WE

WERE YOUNGER
By GEORGE GOBLET

1 Year Ago
Professor E.. J. "Musical Ed"
Freeman won first prize in the office furniture division of an arc
welding contest recently. Professor
Freeman competed with 2.000 people from all over the world. First
prize was $3,764.
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the department of
Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology, has
recently been elected a member of
the Interstate Y. M. C. A. Committee. Dr. Aull has served for several years on the advisory board
at Clemson.

5 Years Ago
Clemson Tigers down the Carolina Gamecocks in a 19-0 defeat.
Approximately 17,500 people see the
Tigers run. wild against the Gamecocks. First downs;
Clemson 14,
Carolina 5, Yards gained; 'clemson
212, Carolina 32.
Clemson College was well represented at the State Fair this year.
Besides the annual football game at
which the Corps was present there
were exhibits from the Dairy and
Horticulture Departments.

10 Years Ago

A SUPER-FINE BAND
Captatin Mulling Is A Practical Psychologist
It is perhaps a bit early to single out
individuals as successful or unsuccessful
company leaders, but the spirit of the
band company is really unusual. /It is,
without doubt, a well led company.
Despite the fact that members of the
band are called upon to do more things
than any other company at Clemson, the
spirit and attitude of the men is unparalleled in the entire school. With drills every
day at noon and many extra ones after
supper, bugle duty every day, practices
three nights a week, horns to blow at retreat, and an extra formation to meet
everytime it is announced that "the band
will be there," the spirit of the band is
still, "Let's try that hard movement again."
And about this spirit, F. J. Mulling, band
company Captain, Bob Dukes, first sergeant, and director, George Bonnette say
that they have no secret formula.
"Only two men from the band have been
busted this year; Mulling said recently,
"and we bust a man when he violates a
regulation. But first of all we make sure
that everyone understands the regulations.
Somehow the regulations are just not being broken.
"And we can't afford to be tough and
drive the men," Mulling said, "they are
too temperamental. Maybe a commander
on a rifle company can afford to be tough,
but we can't. We have to live with the men
for four years. Maybe a rifle company
commander can also not afford to be
tough. The evidence would be interesting."
—M. F. S.

Battalion football teams will be
organized here. For those .students
who have the ability, but not the
time to go out for the varsity, each
Battalion will form a team and the
teams will compete for the Regimental championship. Great interest is shown by the student
body.
The Tiger, official Clemsc/.i college publication, is sent to every
state in the Union, and to major
foreign countries. Other college
newspapers may have a larger circulation, but few have a wider circulation.

20 Years Ago
Mr. Holtzendorff is back at the
Clemson *Y'. Mr. "Holtzy" resigned his position when the XT. S. entered the war. He joined the aviation branch of service, and received his commission. Soon after leaving the service Mr. "Holtzy" was
married. Mrs. Holtzendorff wil return with him. They , will reside
on the campus.
New institution to form here. The
Fort Hill Bank, which will be open
here soon, will be open to the cadets for deposits. In the past the
boys have had to keep their money
in their rooms, the new bank will
be a safe, convenient place and
will be open to the cadets and the
people of Clemson and Calhoun.

25 Years Ago
Clemson College's first Homecoming proves a big success. 458
ex-students were present f|- the
three day get together. Probably
as many as 523 were present, some
only for a day or so. In the future
this will be an annual event. The
old grads will have the run of the
campus during the event.
A room in the basement otf the
Textile building will be set aside
as a dressing room for those boys
who are out for athletics. A place
of this type has long been needed.
Here the boys will be able to keep
their uniforms, and change clothes
after practice.

• &OCK5HOT •
SYRACUSE UNIV. WAS THE
FIRST INSTITUTION TO GRANT
■A WOMAN AN IW& DEGREE

TALK
OF THE

TOWN
By GEORGE McMILLIAN
KAMERAD!
And 'here's another angle on the
status quo:
It appears to us that Russia is
taking the attitude of "let's you all
fight" until the leading powers of
Central Europe have exhausted
their resources in a mad
and
lengthy fracas, then what's to keep
her from stepping in and taking
over the whole shbang for Mr. Stalin and Communism?
WHAT TO DO?
And there are . those who,even
though they agree with the rest of
us that we must stay out of the
squabble at almost any cost, remind
us, that Finland is the only country
who paid her war debts. Now she's
quaking while the Bear growls over
her.
PAGING JOHN C.
Some tourists who stopped at
Doc's emporium recently asked if
this were John C. ' Calhoun's old
home, and when told that they
weren't wrong, exclaimed: "We
thought so when we saw the ruins
of Fort Hill on the side of the
road coming in." P. s. The "ruins"
turned out to be the unfinished
Field House.
WEREN'T WE ALL?
But is it necessary for us to tell
you what we saw at the fair? After
all, you vas dere, Charlie.
LA BELLE FATIMA
"Woman is a wonderful thing",
said one of our friends recently. "I
have just spent nine1 years learning
that I don't know a darn thing
about this mystic sex.
IMPORTED
This we get from Charleston:
"Hello, Joe; Whatta you know? I've
just been rid of the po-l-io!''

SHOOT
The

SHOW
By BIss WADE
FRIDAY: "DAUGHTERS COURAGEOUS". This sequel to "Four
Daughters"
Is as good as they
come. Claude Rains, again playing
the father role deserves an academy award for a superb performance. As a likeable tramp who deserts his wife and four daughters
for twenty years Rains reaches the
heights. Returning to his home
Rains finds his wife about to be
married again and
one of his
daughters, Priscilla Lane, about to
marry one of his tramp companions, John Garfield. The Lane sisters, with Gale Page, Fay Bainter,
Donald Crisp, May Robson, Frank
McHugh and Jeffrey Lynn put on
a grade A
performance. If you
didn't see too much of Garfield and
Lane in "Dust Be My Destiny",
then it's a performance worth seeing.
SATURDAY: Same as Friday.
MONDAY: No previews.
TUESDAY: "THE PRISONER OF
ZENDA". Brought back again this
wild and fanciful tale of Twin
Kings is as good as first run. Ronald Coleman and Madeline Carroll

That it was a pretty weekend in
—oscar says—
Columbia even
if football spirits
That "I'm colonel
of nothing
were high and for some mysterious Lit tie john has been
in many a
reason Jimmy Taylor sprained his gale, but if he'd stay out late some
back.
Saturday night he would find out
something that
might open his
—Oscar says—
. That after Tiger Ball he sug- eyes.
gests that Bill
Rhyne read
the
*—oscar says—
works of Emily Posst, Dorothy Dix
That there. D. A.'s Carlysle P.
and Iben A. Heel, then go and play Triplett has been unaminously elec"ostrich" for atxiut a week or six. ted as chaplain of Rhyne's Batta—oscar says—
lion after ; his impressive
rituals
That Don Juan Croxson had his during Tiger Ball.
PROBLEM PROBLEM
true
love
in
Columbia
last
weekDEAR TOM,
—oscar says—
end, and Oscar wonders just what
Last week
a member
of tne would happen if she
That hem be at P. C. Pan Helfound out
faculty stressed a
few important about the pretty boy's
Anniston lenics thist weekend, that he's awfacts concerning the
parking of capers.
fully worried about that full moon.
cars in fron of the main building.
|—oscar says—
—oscar says—
Some of the cadets own cars, and
That Crane Gaston is beginning
That he tosses a bouquet of orthey insist on
parking them in chids to George and his new cafe to think he's out of the reaches of
front of the main building, and a for fiving us the kind of food we've this column, but Oscar warns him
few of them insist on parking dou- been waiting for ever since Scotty to pick out,a new place quickly.
ble.
left..
—oscar says—
"This 'is the only place that the
—oscar says—
That it looks
like "would be
faculty has available to park their
That the purity boxes were very flash" Dixon would quit after so
cars; then, they can hardly find a bare this week and he does Wish long—but such people—just never
place as they are occupied by the that you people
would tell him learn.
cadets. I don't intend to teach the something.
—oscar says—'entire day; so, I decide to take a
—oscar says—
That it wAs good to hear Dean
ride home. What do I find? I'm
That Colonel Alex was making
entirely locked in by the automo- hay, pretty blonde hay, while the Hudson agaia, even if it was at
and. he thinks the C.
biles of the cadets. Now, what can Cork bobbed up and dow during Carolina
n
D A. ought to know that they're
I do but walk and my legs cant the last rub.
going to be in these here parts
stand the pressure, like yours," he
—oscar says—
around Christmas too.
said.
That Columbia's Dreisbach final•—ftscar says—■
Fellow cadets lets watch but for ly realized what he was escorting
That we haven't heard anymore
double parking. It makes our pro- away from the game and when he
fessors very angry. Let's cooperate did he looked like six buckets of about the dancing classes—must we
take up a birracks collection for
with them.
cold water had hit him in the that too.
E. F. WILSON
face.
—pxcar says—
—oscar says—
That Bill Quantz can walk all
ON VOTING
That
people
just
keep
telling
by
himself
now, but he can't seenY
DEAR TOM,
Bouton he's all wrong about this
I wonder why more interest isn't late date affair—but he's definite- to let go of /Graham's boothooks.
—pgcar says—
taken in the class elections here. ly a changed man and he's walkThat BoycefcBurley drew the long
It seems hard to belive that the ing the beach again.
straw at the Tiger Ball and little
members of the classes just don't
—oscar says— I
Peg's crowd Of Big Shots just had
care. In the last sophomore elecThat whale T. Bailes didn't look to sit back' and eat the Soph's
tion, out of 500 sophomores in a bit natural in his old
uniform
school only 177 voted. Is it that this weekend, and he was so sad dust.
—o,soar says—
the boys
don't care
who leads when he learned
that he could
—that he, Oscar,
thinks
Col
them? That seems hardly possibly have worn cits and still get a stuCharlie did right in turning in
when one considers the importance
dent ticket.
that drunk; and he thinks, too,
of leaders to a group.
—oscar says—Unless some would-be politician
That every time he saw the wo- that room arrest is too easy on any
runs around yelling, little interest men's Manly in Columbia he was bow who hasn't any more respect
is taken, and, even that, though headed for the jeweler's on impor- for the Clemson uniform than that
better than no vote, is not the vote tant business, and Oscar wonder if boy had.—that while he's in a serexpected of a true democrat.
the announcement wont come be- mon givin mood he, Oscar, might
add that the few skunks who inThis lack of interest, though not fore she leaves Atlanta.
sist on "acting up" in uniform reso important now,
will hang on
—oscar says—
That little Jay's forced leave had present Clemson to the people outwhen our opinion is really importactions are
ant. Let's think this thing over and Panama turning all kinds of colors side, although their
anything but Clemson-like.
take more interest in our own wel- during the . past several days.
For More interest,
G. F. G.
SHE'S JEALOUS
Dear Thomas:
I saw Miss Mitchellsuddy's letter to the Tiger. It was really fine.
After Miss Mitchellsuddy practices
up a bit, she'll undoubtedly be able
to write something worth while. I
met her in Paris, you know. She
was wearing a gorgeous hat that
she picked up at a fire sale for a
dollar. It was lovely. Too bad she
has to wear second-hand things,
though.
Thomas, really, don't you think
are most in evidence. Filming is
semi-technicolor,
or a sort
of
brown. Blended with Madeline Carroll it's
easy on the
eyes and
plenty entertaining. See it if you
missed the first showing.
WEDNESDAY:
"I N
NAME
ONLY". Holtzy seems to be doing
his best to make up for those Jane
Withers
free shows. "In
Name
Only" is another in a series of good
shows.
Carole
Lombard,
uary
Grant, and Kay Francis combine
efforts to make the old triangle affair more than acceptable. Orchids
to Miss Francis for the portrayal
or a role she should have taken
long ago according to this humble
one's 'idea. As a heartless, scheming wife Kay manages to get everybody to heartily dislike her before she gets through giving Cary
Grant the last word in dirty deals.
Things finally work out to a pleasing finish so Grant can settle down
with Lombard.
THURSDAY:
"THE WOMEN":
Standing room only. Not a single
male clouds the female horizon of
this most unusual production. Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford, Rosalind
Russel, Joan Fontain,
and
Paulette Goddard loom brightest in
this galaxy of girls. A clever arrangement of keeping the husbands
entirely "out of the picture" yet
making them real through descriptions by tehir wives is employed
with remarkable success. The plot
is negligible, especially so since the
action is divided between so many
luminaries. However "The Women"
themselves are enough to require
no further ballyhoo.
First show
starts at 1:30.

By SENATOR LEVER
"IF YOU COULD CHANGE
PLACES WITH ANY ONE PERSON
IN THE WORLD FOR ONE DAY,
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?"
Landis Morris (Junior)—"Who's
Hedy LaMarr's husband?"
Hugh Boozer (Junior) — "Morris
has the right idea, but I'd like to
run Sloppy Joe's bar in Havana,
Cuba, for one day."
Hugh Carr (Freshman)—"I think
I'd change with the man who is
happily married with a good job
and no financial worries."
Harold Kearse (Senior) — I'd
change places- with the Duke of
Windsdor to see if it's worth a
kingdom!''
Henry Seinsohn (Shopamore) —
"I'd change places with the man
that runs the 'Miss America' show
at the fair."
James McMillan (Junior) — "I
can't think after a week-end like
this. I'd like to work in an Alka
Seltzer plant.
Billy Livingston (Freshman)—"I'd

change places with Bob Taylor and
'mug' all the glamour girls."
Thurston Bagnal (Senior) — "I
don't know anybody good enough
to change places with me!"
Bill Blackmon (Freshman) —"I'd
like to change places with 'the little
man who wasn't there'."
A. P. King (Junior)—"I'd shoot
hell out of Hitler if I could be his
body guard."
Kenneth McLaurin (Senior)—"I'd
change places with Rip Van Winkle
and catch up on my sleep."
H. G. Stone (Freshman) — "I'd
change places with somebody that's
not a Clemson rat."
Bill Garrett (Sophomore) — "I'd
like to be Einstein so I could figure
out my girl."
Manly Stallworth (Senior)—"I'd
swap places with my professor so
he could take one of his own
quizzes."
John Hair (Freshman)—"I'd like
to change places with the fellow
who's been taking my girl out!"

that one European correspondent
is enough for the Tiger, Of course,
Dimples can't write well enough to
take my public from me, but I
really feel that
there's
hardly
room for both of us on one paper.
You should hear the awful scandal about her in Paree. I'll tell you
about it when I see you next, darling.
Lots and lots of love,
Arthurina McGillicuddy

the TIGER'S off-the-campus circulation, that this was very much
out of place. This sort of writing
is not representative of our Tiger,
as a whole, and tends to bring its
standard down instead of raising
it. It is evident that the majority
of the students do not take advantage of the Oscar Says boxes.
I'M DISGUSTED.

HE'S DISGUSTED
Dear Tom Clemson:
The last "Oscar Says"
was a distinct discredit
TIGER. I think ttiat in

FINGER PRINTING
Dear Mr. Clemson:
I understand that one Northern
school has volunteered to have its
column cadets in the advanced ROTC finto the gerprinted by the federal govern—Turn To Page 4, Col. 6—
view of

Have You Got That Good Date Yet For Homecoming Dances?

BETTER HURRY!!!
—If You Can't Get 'Em, Larry Clinton's Music Surely WilJ—
Remember The Date—Friday and Saturday, November 10 And 11

TheFirstBigClemsonHomecomingDance
FEATURING MUSIC BY THE FAMOUS
LARRY CLINTON DANCE ORCHESTRA

SIGN THAT GIRL UP NOW!!!
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Writer Willing
To Match Local
With The Best

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
Carolina is under our belts and Annapolis is next course
to be dished up to the Tiger. We received a letter from Mr.
Robert Treanor, sports editor of the Annapolis Log the other
day. According to Mr. Treanor, the Tigers aren't very well
known above the Mason-Dixon Line, and he wanted a story
on the Bengals for his-magazine.
Yes, we'll admit that the. Tigers aren't nationally known
. . . yet, of cburse, but it won't be long before they are.
Perhaps we won't step out until next year or the year after,
but we're stepping out as sure fate. It's as inevitable as???
LOOK UP, YANKEELAND
The sports writers up in Yankee-land who do know us,
seem to respect the prowess of the team. For instance, from
the Baltimore Sun comes this quotation:
"Navy has no rest from a team scheduled as a breather
after the major clash with Notre Dame yesterday. In fact,
on the record, Clemson looks to be as tough as an opponent
as Navy will meet all year, and the Tigers were able to rest
and prepare for the game from Thursday, October 19, when
they slaughtered South Carolina 27-0. Prior to that, Clemson
had run over North Carolina State 25-6. And they held the
powerful Green Wave of Tulane to a 7-6 victory."
Another quotation from the Atlanta Journal:
"You take your huge universities and their high-powered football factories, and I'll take Clemson college with its
coaching and its spirit.
Henry M'Lemore- and Eddie Brietz are two other nationally known columnists pumping Clemson and Banks
McFadden sky high. Old Timer of the Atlanta Journal has
been mighty friendly, too. The men in the know see us coming, and Jess Neely isn't a man who will disappoint them.
Aubry Rion looked mighty good against Carolina. He
ran, passed, blocked, and tackled magnificently. Honor Student Rion, brilliant in his classes, is just as good on the
gridiron. Next year the grandstand quarterbacks may be
saying, "Hmm, I certainly didn't think Clemson would ever
be able to replace McFadden," when they see Aubrey triplethreating all over the field.
/
Aubrey's good at other sports too. Besides being a football player deluxe, Rion also stars at boxing and track.
Bru Trexler did some fine work down there at Columbia, too. Trexler smacks the line like a Willis, and he
averages around 50 yards on his quick-kicks also. When he
learns how to place 'em in the coffin corners, and he's learning fast, he should be as good a kicker as we have at Clemson.
M'FADDEN'S GAME
Banks M'Fadden played his usual good game. In fact he
plays that starring game so consistently that when he makes
an unusually fine play, people don't even remark on the
fact any more. They just expect it of him.
Another player that isn't talked about much, but who
always plays a bang-up game, is Red Sharpe. Red manages
to get in on most of the plays even when several enemy
blockers are working on him at the same time.
The freshmen, as usual, displayed fine material, and a
well-coached team, but lost to Carolina in the pre-varsity
game on Mejton Field in Columbia. Booty Payne looked
just as good as he's cracked up to. be in the backfield for
the Cubs. Spartanburg's Tinsley punted and ran well also.
Footsy Woods and Craig were among the outstanding linemen.
The most talked of freshman in school, Manuel Pachico,
played approximately ten minutes of the game, carrying the
ball but four times. Pachico rolled into school a day before the P. C. game after an eleven day hitch-hiking trip
from Utah. He spent most of his first night learning signals,
and when he met up with the P. C. Anklets the next night
, he carried the ball three times for gains of ten yards each.
On his fourth attempt, he went down the field on a 40 yard
jaunt. The man who stopped him was revived the next afternoon at one o'clock.
So the rumors started. Pachico could do the 100 yards
in 9.9 seconds in his football uniform. That was the tamest
of them all. He could throw apass in a curve, average 90
yards quick-kicking. It was even rumored that the practice
fields was plowed up enough to plant corn where he had
come to sliding stops to keep from running off the field.
RAT AND VARSITY
Result: attendance at the freshman practice 100 or so.
Attendance at the varsity practice, 10.
But Pachico has turned out to be surprisingly human
after all. He's a fine football player, but probably no better
than Booty Payne or several of the other freshmen backs.
He is undoubtedly the speediest thing to appear in a Clemson backfield since Mountain Goat Lynn. He's shifty, too,
and may prove to be a Bryant-type back. We think that
with training, he's bound to go places.
It looks like Freddie Kirchner has started things off
with a bang this year. Soccer practice has started already
with scheduled games in the very near future. Intramural
freshmen swimming meets have been under way for some
time. Now the latest events of the intra-mural program are
the company volleyball series and the freshmen basketball
championships. On top of all these sports sponsored by the
Y. M. C. A. comes news of an archery tournament. It looks
like a good year for the "Y." Intramural Chief Kirchner
certainly keeps things humming.

By GUS WHAM
There are a number of good linesmen holding down rront
line
trenches in the Southern conference
football wars but the Tiger's Ed
McLendon can rub shoulders with
the best of them.
Ed's a big fellow tipping' the
scales at two hundred pounds and
standing- six feet two with no
leather beneath him. Ed played
on the bohunks last year and learned his football in the school of
hard knocks. Possessing the power
and speed of a locomotive, Ed is
a rock in the Clemson line and it's
virtually impossible to move him
out of the line of play. He literally
stole the show in the Carolina game
with his outstanding defensive work.
So consistently did he appear in
the Gamecock's backfield that one
Clemson admirer remarked that
Carolina must have had an extra
backfield man.
With two more years of bone
crushing .in front of him, Ed is
definitely in the race for top Southern honors.
When the Tiger meets the Navy
Middies next Saturday keep score
of the number of tackles that Ed
McLendon makes. Take a tip and
don't try counting them on your
fingers. It was tried in the Carolina game. The normal man doesn't
have but ten.

Says "Gloomy Gus"
Coaches Bad Sign

Locals Down Riverside Academy
In Soccer Team's Opening Game
Last Friday afternoon on Bowman Field, the Clemson Tigers defeated the Riverside Academy in
an exciting soccer game by the
score of 2-0.
Although outplayed most of the
game by the husky Tiger forwards,
the Riverside Cadets never gave
up and were fighting hard at the
final whistle.
Starring for Clemson were Klugh,
Goodman, M'Lean, Ken Crawford,
Dellastatious, Lindsay,
Pee Wee
Crawford, Dixon, and
Kirchner.
Some of the new men showed up
surprisingly well for their first
game.
This Saturday the Tigers are off
to Riverside Academy to play a return game against the Riverside
soccer boys. After the game the
Clemson cadets will be feted at a
banquet and dance.

Statistics For
Gamecock Game
Clemson Carolinn
...15
4
First downs, scrim . . .
First downs, pass
5
First downs, penalty
2
Total first downs
2"
Runs from scrimmage .... 61
Gain from scrimmage
331
Lost from scrimmage
14
Net gain from scrimmage. .317
Passes attempted
10
Passes completed
&
Gain passing
• So
Lost passing
85
Net gain passing
Total net gain
402
8
Number punts
Average yards per punt . . 34
Number penalties
3
Yards lost penalties
'. 25
Ban
.14
McFadden
Bryant . . . '. . . . 7
Timmons
10
Trexler
9
Floyd
5
Rion
4
Maness ....... 6

Gained
85
til
41
68
41
31
14

Lost

Net

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—(ACP)
)
«1
—Football coaches who like to play
i
3B
I
B8
the role of "Gloomy Gus" before
(
41
every gridiron battle are poor psy)
31
chologists and invite defeat.
I
14
That is the opinion of a UniverPunts Average
sity of
Minnesota psychologist,
5
35
McFadden
31 .
Prof. Charles Bird, and he thinks Trexler .
^
something ought to be dune about
Had
it.
Passes Comp. Interreptefl
..10
6
1
"After all, football players are McFadden
like the rest of us," he says. "We
Passes Received
Total Yards
do better when
we get a little Bryant . .
42
praise, or when we can look ahead Blalock
15
Timmons
to victory.
"Most football players are young
and
susceptible—about 19 or 20
years old on the average. They feel
keenly. I don't
believe it does
them any good to have a coach
Clemson's aerial defense will get
point to nothing but deaft. Like its big test of the year Saturday
the rest of us, they need the 'suc- when the Tigers battle it out with
Navy at Annapolis. To date the
cess motive'."
Bengals have presented an antiaircraft defense that has allowed
only a 33 per cent completion. A
total of 33 passes have been tried
against the Tigers, 11 were complete, 2 intercepted and the net
There is going to be some high, gain has amounted to only 124
wide and handsome football kick- yards. Navy has three far better
ing in the stadium at Annapolis than average pigskin tossers in
next Saturday when Ulmont White- Whitehead, Gray and Wood, howhead of the Navy Midshipmen and ever, and this week Clemson is
Banks McFadden of Clemson's Ti- setting her defense to meet the
gers start kicking that ball around. air bombardment next Saturday.
And the runbacks are liable to become scoring weapons at s,ny momFifty per cent of the Washington
ent with
Shad Bryant receiving and Jefferson College student body
Whitehead's punts and Whitehead are taking one or more courses in
himself handling McFadden's boots. chemistry.

Passing Attack
Get Acid Test

Navy'll See Some
Handsome Kicking

H.B. HARPER £ BROS.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Offices At

ANDERSON

THREE

GREENVILLE

GREENWOOD

DAVENPORT'S
THE SHOP FOR COLLEGE MEN
GREENVILLE, S. C.

ASHMORE'S PHARMACY, INC.
THE FRIENDLY STORE
228 North Main Street
Phone 648-649
Greenville, S. C.

Young Cickens
Take Cubs For
Ride In Columbia
The old jinx was on again for
the third time in as many years,
and the strong Carolina freshman aggregation eked out a 6 to
0 victory over the fighting Tiger
Cubs before 6000 roaring fans who
poured into
Carolina's • Melton
field stadium to witness the fracas.
Lady Luck's brightest smile, in
the form of an intercepted pass,
paved the way for the Biddies and
allowed them to draw olooa m
the third quarter. Karuba, Carolina's fast and elusive back snatched a Clemsoii pass out of the ozone
on Clemson's forty-five' yard line
and raced it back to the twelve
before Booty
Payne,
the Cub's
safety man, pulled him down from
behind. Hard luck struck
again
and the little Tigers were penalized five yards for off-sides. With
fourth down and goal to go coming up, Lightner on a line
buck
crossed the stripe for the Carolina
marker. Bearing the blunt of the
burden for the
cubs were King,
Tinsley pierce, Laramore, Chipley,
Woods, Cagle, Payne and Craig.
Tinsley's sensational running and
punting was the highlight of the
game. Lightner, Reilly, and Karuba
were the
sparkplugs
of South
Carolina's
outfit.
Although outplayed in practically every department, the little Gamecocks held on
to their 6 to 9 margin until the
last.
It was a hard defeat
for
the
Baby Bengals. For the third time
in three, years, the Carolina freshman team had defeated the little
Tigers by the unimpressive margin
of one touchdown.

Four Gamecocks with their backs to thte fence, and
the symbolic bird, in person, are the subject of this
picture. Although the powerful Clemson Tigers
kept the Gamecock's back to the fence during most
of the game, sports writers and football fans who
saw tfcto game spoke highly of the remarkable

courage of the Gamecock team. Although the
Birds were overpowered and out maneuvered their
rally in the late part of the game almost netted a
touchdown, and their spirited play stopped many
of the Tiger's plays which were already counted
as touchdowns.

The Next Time That You
Stop At The

CANTEEN

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.

TRY

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GREEN SPOT
Tests have proven that we have the most durable uni-

An Orange Drink That
Doesn't Have Any Carbonated Water.

Professor A. M. Musser, head of
the Horticulture department, this
week visited the Sand Hill experiment station to observe the experiments being conducted there in
horticulture.

forms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

THE ANDERSON FAIR

PRINTING
127 E. Whitner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S.- C.

SOUTH CAROLINA—GEORGIA
ONE AGENT WANTED
To handle popular college stationery. Good commission. Special no-canvass system. Write:
Cherokee Printing Co.
Chapel Hill, N. C.

GREAT ANNUAL EVENT

ROYAL CROWN
COLA
On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

Oct. 30th to Nov. 4th

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.

«.

Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

6 DAYS - 6 NIGHTS

When Clemson Plays The
Navy
Make Your
Headquarters At

CARVEL
HALL HOTEL

Something Doing Every Minute

Opposite The Academy
Dining Room. — Grill
Cocktail Lounge

VISIT CUR

SODA FOUNTAIN
Toasted Sandwiches, Big Milkshakes, Fruit Juices,
Cakes And Confections
"
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JOIN THE FUN ... ENTER OUR
ELECTRIC CITY PRINTING COMPANY
J. WILBUR LITTLE
West Benson St.

Established 1920

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . .

WHY?

Anderson, S. C.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

Everything In Good Hardware
A Pleasure To Serve You

The Clemson College Laundry
THE CLEMSON GRILL

SULLIVAN

SERVES

HARDWARE CO.

EXCELLENT FOOD

GREENVILLE, S. C.

More For Your Money Every Time

Football Contest
ENTRY BLANKS FREE ...

CASH PRIZES EVERY WEEK

L. C. Martin
Drug Company, Inc.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Tom Clemson Tiger Dance Series Listed On

Glee Club Begins
Practice Season

—Continued From Page Two—
ment and have these prints placed
on file in Washington. Their purpose is to conform with the governmental policy of "developing a
highly efficient fingerprint bureau
in Washington." The ultimate result will be an excellent identification 'system.
I want Clemson to be in the
forefront in supporting the government's worthwhile projects; therefore. I'd like to suggest that you
offer our cooperation and determine
whether or not the government is
interested in securing our fingerprints in the near future. It would
at least be a noble gesture on our
part.
J. J. L.

■#

Alumni Meet
In Columbia
The annual mid-year meeting of
Clemson alumni of this section was
'held on Wednesday evening immediately preceeding the ClemsonHeld in
3 Carolina freshman game.
the ball room of the Jefferson Hotel,
this banquet was attended by approximately 200 persons.
T. W. (Buddy) Thornhill, of
Charleston, president of the Clemson Alumni association, served as
toastmaster for the occasion and
recognized the guests of honor as
follows: Dr. D. W. Daniel and W.
W. Bradley of Clemson, C. Y. Reamer of Columbia and Jake Zeigler
of Orangeburg.
Walter Tilley is president of the
Columbia chapter, which was host
to the group and Buck Crouch is
the secretary.
Among those present were:
Thomas Ancrum, Camden, S. C;
B. H. Barre, Lexington, S. C; R. E.
Bass, Rock Hill, S. C; J. M. Bates,
Wateree, S. C; Forrest B. Bessinger,
Cayce, S. C; A. W. Brown, Jonesville, S. C; R. E. Boyd, Branchville,
S. C; Percy Caldwell, Spartanburg,
S. C; Leon O. Clayton, Clemson, S.
C; Charles E. Corley, Jr., Lexington. S. C; Buck Crouch; K. B.
Dwight, Wedgefield, S. C; R. A.
Easterling, Denmark, S. C; W. R.
Elliott, Winnsboro, S. C; C. M. Emanuel, Rember, S. C; S. R. Finley,
Chattanooga, Term.; M. T. Geddings, Spartanburg, S. C; John
Gettys, Lugoff, S, C.; W.»P. Gettys,
M. M. Hammond, T. G. Hanner,
Florence, S. C; G. A. Hanvey, Abbeville, S. C; R. P. Henderson,
Greenwood, S. C; Frank Jervey,
Washington, D. C; P. B. Kennedy,
Abbeville, S. C; R. E. Kerison; Carroll Laney, Cheraw, S. C; J. D.
Levin, Beaufort, S. C; E. G. Littlejohn, New York City; J. R. McComb. Waynesboro, Va.; F. G. McCoy, Charleston, S. C; D. N. McEaehern, Florence, S. C; S. C. McMeekin, Rolla, Missouri; T. R. McMeekin, Augusta, Georgia; L. B.
Massey, Spartanburg, S. C.
L. H. Massey, Fort Mill, S. C; L.
A. May, Winston Salem, N. C; G.
C. Meares, Clemson, S. C; W. A.
Pardue, Anderson, S. C; Shirley B.
Parler, Columbia, S. C; Leo C.
Pearlstine, St. Matthews, S. C; C,
N. Plowden, Summerton, S. C; Paul
IQuattlebaum, Jr., Charleston, S. C;
|Bob Reaves, Marion, S. C; Cecil
j. Reid, Fredericksburg, Va.; T. G.
lobertson, Chattanooga, Tenn.; C.
Roper, Laurens, S. C; C. W.

Gentry & Co.
Anderson, S. C.
FRIGIDAIRES, ELECTRIC
RANGES, STOKERS,
LINOLEUM, TILES

Between 45 and 50 boys are now
practicing twice a week for the
Clemson College Glee Club under
the direction of Mrs. Harold D.
Cochran.
Although this large group of vocalists have been practicing for
several weeks, Mrs. Cochran is still
looking for new members. ■ First
tenors are especially lacking-in .the
present set-up, she said. Any student Wishing to join the organization mi | be present at Tuesday
night's meeting.
No definite schedule -of concerts
has been arranged yet, Mrs. Cochran said, but the Glee Club will
make at least one short trip before
Christmas and will probably make
several others after the holidays.
Work has already begun on the
numbers for the Music Festival to
be held in the spring at Columbia.
The club is now working on
Rich, a r d
Wagner's "Pilgram's
Chorus" and Cole Porter's "Night
and Day."
Billy Manning heads this year's
club as president. J. A. McMillan,
vice-president, and Sam Garrison,
sec-treas., are the other officers.
If you think you can beat
the
operators of the many
football
pools, look at this record hung up
in a recent contest at Dartmouth
College: Out of 739 entering game
predictions in a typical week-end
contests, only 13 students correctly predicted nine games out
of
ten. Not one called all ten games
right.
Sanders, Jr., Hagood, S. C; H. H.
Sanders, Borden, S. C; W. G. Saverance, Lamar, S. C.; Wm. Schirmer, Charleston, S. C; J. H. Seal,
Greenwood, S. C; Samuel J. Seigle,
Anderson, S. C; W. A. Shields; K.
B. Simmons; T. D. Simmons; Junius
R. Smith, Greenville, S. C; R. B.
Smith, Jr., Waynesboro, Va.; T. W.
Thornhill, Charleston, S. C; A. H.
Ward, Aiken S. C; E. F. Woodward,
Barnwell, S. C; Madison H. Woodward, Greenville, S. C; C. K.
Wright, Laurens, S. C; M. E. Zeigler, Orangeburg, S. C; Thomas J.
Zuvich, Brooklyn, N. Y.; and the
following from Columbia:
W. D. Barnett, H. L. Betsill, D.
E. Burress, S. -W. Cannon, F. P.
Caughman, I. W. Shappell, L. A.
Citron, A. R. Crawford, Marvin
Crouch, Jr., Jim Culpepper, T. C.
Dixon, Jr., P. N. Drew, G. C. DuPre,
C. R. Emerson, Stanley Fellers, C.
M. Furman, H. B. Goff, Gus B.
Graham, H- E. Graves, R. G. Hamilton, J. C. Harden, Reid Hearn, Jr.,
T. J. Hendrix, H. F. Z. Hoffmeyer,
Jr., David P. Hopkins, W. K. Howze,
L. R. Hoyt, James E. Hunter, Jr.,
Bob Maxwell, Shirley B. Parler, T.
C. Pope, L. D. Strom, T. L. Vincent,
F. A. Jeffries, E. H. Jones, "Streak"
Lawton, R. H. Lemmon, Jr., Vahn
Livingston, Dr. E. W. Long, L. G.
McCraw, G. E. McDaniel, F. R. McMeekin, M. P. McMeekin, J. D. McRae, Fred L. Mays, W. H. Mills,
Jr., J. W. Morgan, Jr., Jake Penland, W. L. Perry, C. Y. Reamer,
"Butch" Reynolds, Bob Robinson,
W. S. Rodgers, "Pug" Roper, Ed
B. Savage, F. J. Seastrunk, L. W.
Shelley, Heyward S. Singley, F. W.
Smith, J. B. Taylor, Leo L. Walker;
R S. Waters, A. A. Weathersbee,
Frank H. Williams, J. S. Williamson, L. N. Young, T. J. Zeigler.

DORN'S
WELCOMES CLEMSON CADETS
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH
ANDERSON, S. C,
STOP AT

SUPREME LUNCH
FOR
Short Order and Sandwiches of all kinds.
Across From The Calhoun Hotel,

Anderson, S. C.

SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFTS NOW!
IT'S EASY TO PAY OUR CHRISTMAS
CLUB WAY

J. C. PENNEY CO.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

SEE THE NEW SLACKS
$3.50 Up
New Shipment Of Tan Shoes,
Griffon Tweed Suits
$25.00
Arrow Shirts and Shorts

H0KESLOAN
•

CLEMSON'S CLOTHIER

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT-*

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO.

1 1

Anderson, South Carolina

WE MUST HAVE MUSIC
Dear Mu Beta Psi:
The corps remembers very pleasantly the band concerts sponsored
by your organization during the
past two years. It is our sincere
desire that you attempt to continue
this activity during the current
year, and tha*t you will extend your
program to include several appearances of our local concert band
elsewhere.
J. J. L.

Some day that damn machinery is going to break
down, son t; four hundred freshmen who made the
annual dash to the creamery to get the three
hundred gallons of free ice cream, which is never
there, said last week. Said Professor Goodale, "It

is surprising but e\t.ry year it is the same story.
The trick always works. More than four hundred
students charged the plant this year. There were
a lot of freshmen, a few upperclassmen, and a lot
of Bo Rats among the suckers."
—stail photo by HuHord

Professor Ben Goodale, head of
the Clemson creamery, said this
week that that annual scuffle for
the three hundred gallons of free
ice cream which took place last
week was one of the best that he
has seen since he has been at
Clemson.
Said Professor Goodale, "A lot of
freshmen had seen the notice in
the Tiger that some work was being done on the dairy plant, and
when the notice was read they
seemed to eat up the gag. It was
almost impossible," Professor Goodale said, "to convince the men that
no ice creajn was going to be given
away. They could see that some of
the machinery was disarranged,
and I suppose that they must have
thought that we were just stalling."
"The suckers were just about the
same as those of former years,"
Professor Goodale said. "There were
a lot of freshmen, a smaller lot of
Bo Rats, and a few sophomores.
Sophomores always stick their
necks out," Professor Goodale said.

In preparation for the annual
In olden times, Union College
Anderson Fair, which open Monday professors were entitled to pastures
and continues through the follow- where their cows could graze.
ing Saturday, approximately 103,000 square feet of canvas has.been
spread, covering more than
two
and one-half acres.
All told, there are six exhibit
tents and a poultry barn. Four of
the tents are as large as those carried by the average motorized circus.
On account of a general expansion .in the exhibit section of the
fair, no parking will be permitted
inside the fair grounds. Additional
parking areas have been opened
up, however, by the construction
of a new paved street flanking the
grounds.
Free tickets will be
provided
school pupils who wish to attend
the fair. Application for these tickets should be made at the Anderson Chamber of Commerce by
school teachers prior to the opening of the fair.

Agronomy Club
Begins Season
Clemson's chapter of Kappa Alpha. Sigma, student section of the
American of Agronomists, began
work in earnest this week as 15
agronomy students were Initiated
by the club.
Dr. Gilbert H. Collings made a
short talk to the club on ths history, national affiliation and purposes of the organization.
George McClure, R. C. Wannamaker and J. Harold Lightsey are
the officers of this year's chapter.
The students elected to membership this week are W. H. Stuckey,
D. H. Rogers, J. J. Pitts, W. H.
McNair, Jr., M. E. Walker, J. D.
Sharpe, Jr., J. B. Singletary, H.
P. Fulmer, Z. T. Ford, R. E. Horton, P. R. Batchelor, H. R. Gragg,
J. M. Thomas, J. C. Duller and H.
P. Blanton.

Keith Addresses
Fellowship Club
Dr, Warren G. Keith, head of the
department of history at Winthrop
college, was the principal speaker at
the monthly dinner meeting of the
Fellowship Club, local civic organization, last week.
Dr. Keith, who also teaches
speaking classes at Winthrop, spoke
on "Fallicies in World Affairs."
Said Professor Ben Goodale, a
former president of the club, "Dr.
'Keith made one of the most interesting talks that we have heard at
a Fellowship Club meeting. He was
intimately familiar with his subject,
and we were shocked" by his frankness."
Dr. William P. Jacobs, who was
originally scheduled to speak at the
meeting could not be here because
of an unexpected business meeting.
Dr. Jacobs, has, however, accepted
an invitation to. speak at a later
meeting of the club.

ASMEBeAtMeet
In Greenville
Delegates from the several sections of Group No. 4, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
will meet in Greenville at the
Poinsett Hotel during Friday and
Saturday of this week, it was announced today.
S. B. Earle, dean of the Clemson
school of Engineering, has beenrequested by A. G. Christie, president of ASCE, to take his place at
the conclave, Mr. Christies being
unable to attend.
This group, of which there are
seven in the country, includes the
South Atlantic states,
Virginia,
Florida, and a portion of Texas.
The purpose of this assembly is
to discuss aims and policies of the
society and to elect a delegate for
next year to the annual national
meeting in New York.
The Dairy club held it regular
semi-monthly
meeting
Tuesday
night. A program directed byPinckney Eve and presented by the new
members of the club was presented.

New hook of interest.
To the engineers we recommend
a new book recently added to we
vast
shelves of
your
library—
"My 50
Years in Engineering"
an autobiograpy of engineer Embury A, Hitchcock.
More
interesting
Government
Publications
Commerce Reports. Weekly.
Gives economic conditions
and
statistics of Europe and the Far
East as well as Latin America.
Journal of Agricultural Research.
Semimonthly.
An illustrated magazine made up
of scientific papers
relating
to
agriculture, indexed in Agricultural
Index.
A.23:
Public Roads, a journal of high-

mixing in hot, and satisfying numbers, along with vocals by his cute
songstress.
The Tiger banquet over, a still
larger gathering entered the uniquely decorated feild house. Formally attired couples found mucH
enjoyment in reading the huge Tiger, compute with an "Oscar" column, that stood across from the
bandstand. Other colorful decorations caused dancers to pass remarks that proved that the C. D.
A. decorators had not worked m
j vain.
The
Saturday afternoon
Tea
j dance was, as ever, the most talkj ed about swing session. Sport clothes
dominated in the just big enough
crowd that
quickly .became acquainted Saturday night ended the
series that has been referred to as
th emost enjoyable Tiger Ball presented here in years.

WE HAVE 2 NEW GOOD OPEN
STOCK PATTERNS OF
SILVERWARE
They are made in the U. S. A. for the
American House-wife.
It's Good—It's Pretty—And It Wears
Well.

Dr. H. J. Stover and Dr. Joseph
Ackerman, representatives of the
Farm Foundation, an agricultural
organization headed by Henry C.
Taylor, spent several days at Clemson last week acquainting themselves with agricultural conditions
in the south, and with the research
programs being carried on at the
land grant colleges in the south.

Canvas And All
Going Into The
Anderson Fair

The Origin Of Life by A. I. Oparin of the U. S. S. R. Academy of
Science. The Macmillan Co.; $2.75;
258 pps.
The question of the origin of
life, of its first appearance on
earth, still, just as it has from the
very beginning, is the
foremost
question in the human mind.
I
believe that it may be safely said
that it is not simply a question but
one of the most important problems of natural history. There has
been no religious or philosophical
system or group of steady thinkers
that have failed to give it serious
consideration.
To this fascinating question an
answer is now offered, but it is far
reaching in its implications, however, novel in its basic conceptions.
First the author discusses critically the various theories of. the
origin of life—the theories of spontaneous generation, the eternity of
life, the dissemination of life by
spores carried by cosmic dust, and
others.
Professor Oparin
takes these
theories, carefully considers each
one and then shows their complete
inadequacy. Step by step he pictures the evolution of organic substances since the earth separated
as a molten mass from the sun.
He therefore
concludes:
"The
process of evolution of living organisms is fundamentally nothing
more then the addition of some
links in an
endless
chain
ot
transformations of matter, a chain
the beginning of which extends to
the very dawn of the existence of
our planet."
The book is well written, carefully reasoned and substantiated,
and nicely translated
from the
Russian,

By BARNEY MARSHALL
(Society Editor)
Perhaps not the largest, but by
far the most congenial and carefree crowd that
has attended a
Clemson dance
in several years
found a week-end of fine dancing
entertainment at Tiger Ball, October 13-14. Three completely successful dances proved an outlet for
penned-up swing as. the Central
Dance association honored the staff
of the Tiger, and Charlie Wood and
his North Carolina orchestra were
quickly recognized as an up-andcoming dance band.
A mere handful of dancing coupies greeted Charlie and his band
as they set up their instruments at
the Friday night formal.
Soon,
however, the crowd began to swell
and it wasn't long until the no01'
was alive with swingsters, from
smoot dancers, down to jitterbugs.
Charlie kept pace with the crowd,

Farm Specialists
Study Conditions

Goodale Remarks
On Annual "Rat"
Ice Cream Gag

UAYE!

"Success" Side Of CDA Ledger

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
SENECA, S. C.

/

/

L///WC C L/..opens

Doors
to Fields where People
Live, Work & Achieve

NYA Employment
At Record High
WASHINGTON, D. C— (ACP)—
Average monthly employment
of
college
students in the National
Youth Adminstration student-aid
program will reach a record high
level of 130,000, Administrator Aubrey Williams estimates.
This is 20,000 above the monthly
average for the last school year.

Today there are about 1,000,000

way research. Monthly.
Contains articles of interest and
value to highway engineers and
others interested in road construction. Indexed in Industrial
Arts
Index. FW2.7:
Reclamation Era. Monthly.
Descriptions of special phases of
construction and operation on the
projects of the Reclamation Bureau, and other information of
interest to water users and irrigation engineers. 127.5:
SOIL Conservation. Monthly.
Issued by Department of Agriculture to supply their workers engaged in soil conservation activities with information of special help
to them in the performance of
their duties. The September issue
has such articles as:
Tennessee
Covers the Soil for the
Winter,
and Bermuda—one-time pest—now
a Southern favorite.

cigar stores, drug stores, country and grocery stores where
you can buy cigarettes in the United States. These retailers, and the jobbers who serve them, have built up
a service of courtesy and convenience unmatched by any other
industry catering to the American public's pleasure.
lHERE! ARE ANOTHER MILLION people who
are engaged directly or indirectly in the transportation of
cigarettes to every town, hamlet and crossroads.
IS ESTIMATED that there are 1,602,000
tobacco farmers raising tobacco in 20 out of the 48
states. Good tobacco is one of the hardest crops to
raise and bring to market, requiring great skill and
patience from seed-bed planting to harvesting and curing. The modern tobacco farmer has done well the job
of constantly improving the quality of his product.
IT

SHOE SHINING—HAT
BLOCKING—SUIT REPAIRS

NICK'S

IHE
Tv

AVERAGE LENGTH of service of the 13,230
people working in the Chesterfield factories, storage
houses, leaf-handling and redrying plants is over 10
years. This means that every step in the making of
Chesterfields, regardless of how small, is handled by people who have had 10 years of experience and ability in
knowing their jobs.

121 N. MAIN ST.
ANDERSON, S. C.

FOR YOUR NEXT DANCE MAKE IT
'THE BAND INSPIRED BY IRVING BERLIN'
HARRY RAYMOND AND HIS COLLEGE *N' ORCHESTRA
FOR DATES
WRITE OR WIRE
Raymond Attractions
P. O. Box 97
Newberry, S. C.

1RULY TOBACCO OPENS DOORS to fields where
TR

GOING TO THE FAIR? OF COURSE—THEN
YOU'LL WANT FOOT-EASE

people live, work and achieve, and Chesterfield takes
pride in its ever increasing part in this great industry that
is devoted entirely to the pleasure of the American public.

AT NEWARKS YOU'LL FIND SHOES THAT ARE BOTH
COMFORTABLE AND STYLISH

NEWARKS SHOE STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.

10 SMOKERS, Chesterfield Cigarettes have
always said, and now repeat, that in no other cigarette
made can you find the same degree ofreal mildness and
good taste, or the same high quality ofproperly cured
and aged tobaccos. Chesterfield Cigarettes are made
with one purpose only... to give smokers everywhere
the MILDER, BETTER-TASTING SMOKING PLEASURE they want. You can't buy a better cigarette.

FLOWERS
SENT ANYWHERE AT ANYTIME
Corsages,"Cut Flowers, Wreaths
SEE
■
MANLY WRIGHT
Room 3-329
Agent For Wakefield's Flowers

MAKE YOUR

Copyright 1939,

LIGOITT

&

NEXT PACK

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

CHESTERFIELD

